
Mr David Sissling, 

Chief Executive of Abertawe Morgannwg University Local Health Board 

South Wales 

18
th

 September 2010 

Dear Sir, 

Dr Tegwyn Williams and Professor Roger Wood Falsified Medical Records 

This week the trial judge adjourned the evidence from being heard from a near hundred 

police officers for about six months, in order that I may have my hip replacement and 

suggested I had another brain scan, thus avoiding the criminal weighted proof of NHS and 

private doctors having to disclose their incriminating evidence. 

The considerable expense, thus incurred, was due to the NHS not overriding the false medical 

evidence that blocked my planned July operation to have been carried out in order that I 

might be ready for ten weeks of very enjoyable cross examination of those that caused my 

name being removed from the veterinary register, effectively, for life.  

The learned judge was informed that my new Barry GP, my Cowbridge lot, for eighteen 

years, refusing to lift a finger to help, could not obtain a brain scan appointment for his 

patient as the Hospital maintained there was 'no evidence' I needed one. 

Both Dr Williams and Professor Wood, witnessed, in total, by around sixteen psychiatrists 

and psychologists, called in to examine me and /or my medical records, following the 

September 09 findings by SPECT scan, decided I had 'significant brain damage' and a 

paranoid delusional disorder, the latter based on my fixated belief I was suffering persecution 

by his joint employers, with the NHS, the South Wales Police. 

South Wales Police Forensic Psychiatric Service, in early September 09, required I had a 

second scan after three months that they have now quietly 'buried'. Why, because my 

expensive but privately arranged 1
st
 December 09 Dr Kemp report, via lawyer 

'extraordinaire', Mr Walter Sweeney and Consultant radiologist wife, Nuala.  

Dr Kemp's report castigated the quite unnecessary intrusive procedure, an infusion of 

radioactive nuclear isotopes into my brain, ordered by Williams insisting the prisoner, under 

his personally concocted three month incarceration in his 'Gulag style' laboratory, reliant on 

CPS inspired Section 35 of the 1983 Mental Health Act, writing his 3
rd

 August psychiatric 

report without even a physical examination! 

Today I have caused further disclosure of, as yet, withheld medical records, some of which I 

enclose, further giving support that a police investigation take place from outside South 

Wales. 

If you do not expedite your duties to allow me my operation to go ahead, in safety, very soon, 

to relieve both pain and avoid the obvious side effects of morphine that could now affect my 

flying licences, I may be forced to take the law into my own hands, once again witnessing 

tyranny in our midst and to personally obtain those records from the named culprits, records 

under YOUR CONTROL, used on 2
nd

 December 2009 in the CPS/police last ditch attempt to 



stop both the 'machine gun trial' and my seventeen year running damages trial against them 

from going ahead.  

Yours faithfully,  

 


